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Playful dynamics, slick manual gearbox, cracking turbocharged engine and decent value for
money compared with rivals. The Focus ST is a much more complete and sophisticated car than
the previous version and well worth considering against the hot-hatch big guns. Somewhere in
the middle is the Ford Focus ST and a few of its similarly sized rivals. The previous-generation
Focus ST was a well-priced and competent hot hatch, but it was prone to torque steer when the
wheel tugs to one side under heavy acceleration and lacked the composure of its competitors.
In August, Ford launched an all-new ST, based on the excellent and underrated
fourth-generation Focus hatch that went on sale in late In developing the new model, Ford set
out to build a car that would eclipse not only the previous ST, but also the benchmark-setting
Volkswagen Golf GTI. The ST gains a beefier turbocharged engine, bigger brakes, faster
steering and improved suspension setup. The ST has a generous standard features list that
includes a swathe of ST interior and exterior styling flourishes, a full suite of infotainment
functions and in-car comfort features. A panoramic sunroof and premium paint are the only
options. The Focus has a five-star ANCAP safety rating and is fitted with an extensive list of
passive safety and driver-assistance features, including autonomous emergency braking. To
give the ST cabin a sportier vibe than the standard Focus, Ford added sexy Recaro sports
seats, carbon-fibre dash inserts and an ST sports steering wheel. The touchscreen at the top of
the dash houses the Sync3 multimedia system, which is a breeze to navigate. Those Recaro
bucket seats are seriously supportive and the chunky sports steering wheel feels great in hand.
A spacious second row is a welcome surprise for a small hatchback. It misses out on rear air
vents and USB ports but has a volt outlet. The rear seats almost fold flat for extra cargo space.
With the standard space-saver spare wheel the Focus ST offers litres of boot space. Ford has
swapped out the 2. In Normal mode, the ST is incredibly responsive, accelerating smoothly and
gaining speed quickly, even up steep hills that have challenged four-cylinder cars in the past. A
new electronically controlled limited-slip differential helps direct the power and torque to its
front wheels. The ST is undoubtedly more composed and sophisticated than the previous
version. The slick-shifting six-speed manual we sampled has shorter throws than the old model.
A seven-speed automatic is available as a no-cost option. We were impressed with the
dynamics of the more sedate Focus Trend, and the ST takes it to another level. The ST is flat as
a tack through tight bends and despite a few mid-corner bumps its road-holding ability is
astonishing. Ford has fitted the ST with adaptive dampers and while the setup is firm, it is far
from uncomfortable. Sport mode noticeably improves throttle response. It also produces a
shouty engine note and delightful crackle and pop noises on downshifts. But the cabin is not
well insulated for noise, which is especially noticeable on coarse chip roads. You must speak
loudly if you want your passenger to hear you. Our final fuel consumption figure was Five-star
ANCAP rating, autonomous emergency braking, lane-keeping aid and lane-departure warning,
blind-spot warning, rear cross-traffic alert, post-impact braking, reversing camera, front and
rear parking sensors. Capped-price servicing for the life of the car. This site will not function
correctly without JavaScript enabled. Please enable JavaScript in your browser. We use cookies
and other technologies to understand and improve your browsing experience. Skip to main
content Site Search. Thank you for submitting the form. Your reference number is. Thumbs up
Playful dynamics, slick manual gearbox, cracking turbocharged engine and decent value for
money compared with rivals. Sync infotainment starting to age. Perfect for Using as a
competent everyday commuter car that doubles as an engaging fun machine. Verdict The Focus
ST is a much more complete and sophisticated car than the previous version and well worth
considering against the hot-hatch big guns. Price and positioning The previous-generation
Focus ST was a well-priced and competent hot hatch, but it was prone to torque steer when the
wheel tugs to one side under heavy acceleration and lacked the composure of its competitors.
Safety first The Focus has a five-star ANCAP safety rating and is fitted with an extensive list of
passive safety and driver-assistance features, including autonomous emergency braking. The
inside story To give the ST cabin a sportier vibe than the standard Focus, Ford added sexy
Recaro sports seats, carbon-fibre dash inserts and an ST sports steering wheel. On the road
Ford has swapped out the 2. Power: kW rpm. Torque: Nm rpm. Consumption: 8. You might also
like Get a quote. Related reading. Dismiss message. There's something to be said for power and
charisma. The Ford Focus ST may be just as old as the regular Focus, sharing most of the same
elements that have made that car lose much of its appeal as newer competitors came along. It's
certainly not the newest and hottest thing around anymore. Yet the Focus ST remains just as
much fun as ever, delivering exactly the same mix of performance, practicality and pizzazz that
first drew us to it five years ago. It's a cool car and always will be. First and foremost, its
horsepower turbocharged four-cylinder engine continues to be a hoot, thrusting you into the
ST's Recaro sport seats to the tune of a deep warble. All that power goes through the front
wheels only, making it a bit unruly at times, but that's all part of the fun. We also love the

six-speed manual transmission, though acknowledge that the availability of a dual-clutch
automatic such as Volkswagen's DSG transmission would widen its audience. Then there's the
ST's entertaining steering and handling. Yes, it's fun to go quickly in a straight line, but the ST
has corners licked, too. As for downsides, the ST's relate mostly to those inherent to the regular
Focus' design. The rear seating is cramped, and the base tech interface is behind the times.
Cabin quality also isn't as impressive as it once was and is overshadowed by the Volkswagen
and Honda competition. Those grippy Recaro seats may also be too confining for drivers of
above-average size. In total, though, the Focus ST needs to be on the shopping list for anyone
looking for a powerful, charismatic car with plenty of practicality at a reasonable price. It was
great five years ago and it's still great today. There is no sedan version. Both the regular Focus
and the even hotter Focus RS are reviewed separately. Every Focus ST comes with a
turbocharged 2. There is no automatic variant available. There's only one trim level, though a
variety of equipment packages bolster the standard feature content. The ST2 package aka the A
Equipment Group adds xenon headlights, a sunroof, dual-zone automatic climate control, cloth
and leather upholstery, Recaro front sport seats, the Sync 3 infotainment interface with an
8-inch touchscreen, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone app integration, and a
speaker Sony sound system with HD radio, a CD player, satellite radio and dual USB ports. The
ST3 package aka the A Equipment Group adds all ST2 items but also tacks on heated mirrors, a
keyless entry keypad, full leather upholstery, heated front Recaro seats with eight-way power
adjustments for the driver , a heated steering wheel, a rear center armrest, multicolor ambient
interior lighting, carbon-fiber interior accents and a navigation system. Stand-alone options
include dark gray inch alloy wheels with red-painted brake calipers, high-performance
all-season tires and the navigation system requires the ST2 package. Each vehicle typically
comes in multiple versions that are fundamentally similar. The ratings in this review are based
on our full test of the Ford Focus ST turbo 2. Our findings remain applicable to this year's Focus
ST. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Ford Focus ST Hatchback. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Find savings on the Focus ST for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Which Focus ST does Edmunds recommend?
There's only one Ford Focus ST version, so your decision will largely come down to if you want
any of the car's optional features. Going with the ST2 or ST3 package will get you the
worthwhile Sync 3 infotainment interface, although these packages also include the Recaro
sport seats, which won't be to everyone's waistline. Overall rating 7. Read more. Driving 8. An
all-around solid performer. Quick acceleration paired with genuinely capable handling and
rewarding steering. It's getting on in age, but it's still an excellent choice in a small segment.
Acceleration 7. Boost builds quickly in the ST, and you'll rarely catch the engine lagging. Sixty
mph arrives from a standstill in 6. Gear spacing is good, though you'll shift twice to hit Braking
8. A softer pedal than we'd prefer, but power and fade resistance are ample. Consistent braking
runs with good stability during full-ABS panic stops. It stops in feet from 60 mph. Steering 8.
Quick, responsive and direct. Very accurate. Solid ally for countersteering, too, which you'll do
a lot here if you drive hard. The ST is not a car for beginners. Handling The ST is more fun than
anything else in the class if you like flamboyant driving. Rotates off throttle, but balances back
to neutral quickly and controllably with throttle application. The stability control calibration is
superb. Drivability 8. It's very easy to drive with manageable clutch and shifter. Even novices
should learn the ST's nuances quickly. Rapid, responsive and accompanied by terrific sounds.
To be fair, there is no automatic option. Comfort 6. Some comfort compromises are obvious in
the ST. Ride quality isn't as smooth as in most non-performance-oriented compacts, but it is
good relative to direct rivals. Overall, a good ride-handling balance. The optional Recaro seats
can be confining. Seat comfort 7. The optional Recaro seats are comfortable and supportive, but
they will make entry and exit more challenging than it would be otherwise. The huge bolsters
hold passengers securely but also consume elbow room. Larger drivers probably will find them

too confining. Ride comfort 6. Depends on how you look at it. The Focus ST's ride is busy
relative to the ride in a base Focus. Expansion joints can be jarring, but the ride is generally
acceptable and even impressive given the ST's abilities. Superb intake note at wide-open
throttle that's not present during normal driving. Noticeable wind noise intrusion in certain
instances. Otherwise, levels of road and tire noise are livable for the segment. Interior 7. You
won't confuse the ST's interior with that of a standard Focus. Body-colored accents, available
Recaro seats, additional instrumentation and a thick-rimmed wheel set it apart. But the design is
starting to look and feel dated. Utility 6. Hatchback usability is a plus. Good rear cargo space.
The split and folding rear seats don't fold completely flat, and the thick Recaro seats
compromise cargo space marginally. Sync 3 is one of the easiest touchscreen tech interfaces to
use. We like the clear touchscreen graphics, quick response times and the easily navigable
menus. The Focus' base system is pretty archaic and frustrating, so getting Sync 3 is highly
recommended. Scorecard Overall 7. Write a review See all 5 reviews. I special ordered a ST in
Jan ' I put k miles in that car in 5 years. Never a serious problem. Only needed oil changes, one
set of brakes, and some tires. More fun than the Mustang GTs I owned in years past primarily
due to the superb handling. I love the Recaros, the 6 speed manual, and the way the engine
pulls all the way to top speed. This car will do the advertised, and it surprised a lot of BMW and
Audi owners on the freeway! If Ford had made more cars like the ST they would be selling
enough cars to keep making them here. Sad days for American Ford lovers The car still has
great looks and performs like new! Read less. After retiring, I wanted a performance hatchback,
mostly for fun, but also for utility, room for my three grandsons, and acceptable gas mileage.
Everything I needed. Ford must think an "average driver" is 5' 6" and weighs less than pounds.
So, that meant the ST1 base package. I really wanted heated seats, but unless I move to
Minnesota, the cloth trim of the base seats are cozy enough. WEIGHT - all the items in the extra
packages, especially the sunroof, add weight and don't enhance the performance. Even though
I am over 65 years old, track days are part of my retirement. The ST1's entertainment system is
easy to use and easily hooks up to my phone and playlist. One disappointment is for , Ford
deleted the CD player. I sometimes really want to know who or what Ford has for marketing
research. What was the cost-benefit analysis result that dictated deleting the CD player for one
more year, and thus sticking a finger in every Boomer's eye, was A Good Thing. Remember,
after there are no more Foci in the U. Torque steer? What torque steer? Admittedly, as this was
my first-ever front wheel drive car, the torque steer was a little alarming, but after getting used
to it, I love it. And I now know how to use it. My wife and I took a road trip down the coast and
she enjoyed the comfort, and got a few giggles when we shot by slow-movers on two-lane
roads. STYLE - I like the looks of the car, and get the impression that even after a decade, it will
still be an attractive car. Just look at a Mazdaspeed3 and you will know what I mean. But, I am
an Army veteran, vote in every election, had a career building fighter jets and big transports,
and I like that the ST is made right here. Yeah, I know the engine and transmission are from
elsewhere, and the electronics are from I hope a small island nation, but it's a Ford. True blue
oval. I do have to say, though, that if Subaru had still made a hatch version of the WRX, that
might have been my first choice. That said, I am completely happy with my purchase. Fun car to
drive every day. The rear seats do fold flat! For the price, cargo capacity and all around fun it is
hard to beat. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to
the Focus ST. Sign Up. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. This is a seriously
capable performance hatch and a significant step up in ambition for the new Focus ST. If the
previous one was jalapeno hot, this new version is more habanero. Sure, the horsepower, 2. But
this new ST has ambitions to become a benchmark all-round hot-hatch king in the mould of the
Golf GTI , the addition of diesel and station wagon variants only increasing its appeal. Chatting
with Muenzinger his priority with the Focus ST was to carry over the spirit of its Fiesta brother ,
albeit with the greater sophistication of the Focus. The Focus ST has a Ferrari-fast rack ratio,
taking just two turns to go lock to lock. The traction benefits are clear, the Focus ST hitting mph
in 5. All this gives the new Focus ST a wider bandwidth of ability. And drivers can further
customize things with various driving modes familiar from other Ford Performance products
and an optional Performance Pack. The new Focus is a handsome, if somewhat understated,
machine compared with its predecessors. It sports some ST embellishments, like the grille, inch
wheels and rear spoiler, that set it apart from the rest of the range. That said, the overall effect is
relatively subtle given the intent, particularly in the optional Ford Performance Blue. But select
the aptly named Orange Fury, and the visual impact matches the promise of its spreadsheet.
Thankfully for Ford the Focus proves itself more than a one-trick pony, the extra scope of the
chassis tech and the modes controlling it meaning it can play to a much wider audience. As
speeds rise the ST noticeably tenses as it switches to Sport mode with some additional piped-in
engine sound, decisively stiffer damping and reduced slack in steering, throttle and response

from the front axle. With climate, cambers, and corners roughly equivalent to a Californian
canyon road, the test route in southern France provides the kind of challenge a European Ford
Performance product shines on. Like the Fiesta, the Focus is all about front-end bite, through
both the fast steering and the balance of the chassis. This response â€” and the lack of
understeer â€” give you immediate confidence to push. In contrast, the Focus is more mature
and tied-down, but shrugs off ever more ambitious corner entry speeds with steadfast grip on
turn-in and superb traction as you power out of the turn. In Sport, and to a greater degree in
Track, the eLSD plays a bigger part, though it demands a firmer hand at the wheel to counteract
a desire to sniff out cambers and writhe in your hands as the power goes down. European
customers have always rated the Focus highly for its ride quality and the new ST takes this to
new levels, the sophisticated dampers swallowing all these demanding roads throw at them
while keeping the driver in touch with what the chassis is up to. While the engine feels
unremarkable beyond its torquey punch and mid-range grunt, it does gain some neat tricks,
such as an anti-lag system inspired by the GT and rev-matching on up- and downshifts. A
seven-speed auto will arrive later in the year. Overall, Ford is less obsessed about chasing
numbers than some of its rivals, concentrating instead on sensation. In this respect the ST is a
masterclass and far closer to the RS, albeit with the all-round usability and friendliness of its
predecessor. Autoblog accepts vehicle loans from auto manufacturers with a tank of gas and
sometimes insurance for the purpose of evaluation and editorial content. Like most of the auto
news industry, we also sometimes accept travel, lodging and event access for vehicle drive and
news coverage opportunities. Our opinions and criticism remain our own â€” we do not accept
sponsored editorial. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. First Drive. Dan
Trent. Share 0 Comments. View All Specs. Ford First Drives Hatchback Performance. Sign in to
post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for
subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad
blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please
enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. And for even more space, the Focus is also
available as an estate , a convertible or a saloon. They come in a wide range of trims, and even
performance variants, too. Search our stock of used Ford Focus cars for sale. Recently added
Ford Focus. Huddersfield Motorstore. Newcastle Ford. Kilmarnock Ford. Glasgow Peugeot.
Search our stock. What our customers say Trustpilot. First launched in , the Ford Focus is one
of the best-selling cars in the UK. Most focus models have excellent fuel economy - ranging
from 26 mpg to over 74mpg. Ford B-MAX. Ford C-MAX. Ford Ecosport. Ford Edge. Ford Fiesta.
Ford Fiesta Vignale. Ford Focus RS. Ford Focus Vignale. Ford Galaxy. Ford Grand Tourneo
Connect. Ford Ka. Ford Kuga. Ford Kuga Vignale. Ford Mondeo. Ford Mondeo Vignale. Ford
Puma. Ford S-MAX. Ford Tourneo Connect. Ford Tourneo Courier. Show more. Ford Focus
diesel cars. Ford Focus petrol cars. Ford Focus automatic cars. Ford Focus manual cars.
Aberdeen Ford. Ayr Ford. Carlisle Ford. Clydebank Ford. Dumfries Ford. Greenock Ford.
Hexham Ford. Linwood Ford. Peterhead Ford. Shiremoor Ford. Strathaven Ford. Workington
Ford. Arnold Clark Automobiles Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority for general insurance and consumer credit purposes. We act as a credit broker
sourcing credit to assist with your purchase from a carefully selected panel of lenders. Offers
subject to status, terms and conditions. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has

collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Playful dynamics, slick manual
gearbox, cracking turbocharged engine and decent value for money compared with rivals. The
Focus ST is a much more complete and sophisticated car than the previous version and well
worth considering against the hot-hatch big guns. Somewhere in the middle is the Ford Focus
ST and a few of its similarly sized rivals. The previous-generation Focus ST was a well-priced
and competent hot hatch, but it was prone to torque steer when the wheel tugs to one side
under heavy acceleration and lacked the composure of its competitors. In August, Ford
launched an all-new ST, based on the excellent and underrated fourth-generation Focus hatch
that went on sale in late In developing the new model, Ford set out to build a car that would
eclipse not only the previous ST, but also the benchmark-setting Volkswagen Golf GTI. The ST
gains a beefier turbocharged engine, bigger brakes, faster steering and improved suspension
setup. The ST has a generous standard features list that includes a swathe of ST interior and
exterior styling flourishes, a full suite of infotainment functions and in-car comfort features. A
panoramic sunroof and premium paint are the only options. The Focus has a five-star ANCAP
safety rating and is fitted with an extensive list of passive safety and driver-assistance features,
including autonomous emergency braking. To give the ST cabin a sportier vibe than the
standard Focus, Ford added sexy Recaro sports seats, carbon-fibre dash inserts and an ST
sports steering wheel. The touchscreen at the top of the dash houses the Sync3 multimedia
system, which is a breeze to navigate. Those Recaro bucket seats are seriously supportive and
the chunky sports steering wheel feels great in hand. A spacious second row is a welcome
surprise for a small hatchback. It misses out on rear air vents and USB ports but has a volt
outlet. The rear seats almost fold flat for extra cargo space. With the standard space-saver
spare wheel the Focus ST offers litres of boot space. Ford has swapped out the 2. In Normal
mode, the ST is incredibly responsive, accelerating smoothly and gaining speed quickly, even
up steep hills that have challenged four-cylinder cars in the past. A new electronically
controlled limited-slip differential helps direct the power and torque to its front wheels. The ST
is undoubtedly more composed and sophisticated than the previous version. The slick-shifting
six-speed manual we sampled has shorter throws than the old model. A seven-speed automatic
is available as a no-cost option. We were impressed with the dynamics of the more sedate
Focus Trend, and the ST takes it to another level. The ST is flat as a tack through tight bends
and despite a few mid-corner bumps its road-holding ability is astonishing. Ford has fitted the
ST with adaptive dampers and while the setup is firm, it is far from uncomfortable. Sport mode
noticeably improves throttle response. It also produces a shouty engine note and delightful
crackle and pop noises on downshifts. But the cabin is not well insulated for noise, which is
especially noticeable on coarse chip roads. You must speak loudly if you want your passenger
to hear you. Our final fuel consumption figure was Five-star ANCAP rating, autonomous
emergency braking, lane-keeping aid and lane-departure warning, blind-spot warning, rear
cross-traffic alert, post-impact braking, reversing camera, front and rear parking sensors.
Capped-price servicing for the life of the car. This site will not function correctly without
JavaScript enabled. Please enable JavaScript in your browser. We use cookies and other
technologies to understand and improve your browsing experience. Skip to main content Site
Search. Thank you for submitting the form. Your reference number is. Thumbs up Playful
dynamics, slick manual gearbox, cracking turbocharged engine and decent value for money
compared with rivals. Sync infotainment starting to
1999 dodge ram 1500 stereo wiring diagram
1998 chevy k1500 fuel pump
2010 f150 radio wiring diagram
age. Perfect for Using as a competent everyday commuter car that doubles as an engaging fun
machine. Verdict The Focus ST is a much more complete and sophisticated car than the

previous version and well worth considering against the hot-hatch big guns. Price and
positioning The previous-generation Focus ST was a well-priced and competent hot hatch, but it
was prone to torque steer when the wheel tugs to one side under heavy acceleration and lacked
the composure of its competitors. Safety first The Focus has a five-star ANCAP safety rating
and is fitted with an extensive list of passive safety and driver-assistance features, including
autonomous emergency braking. The inside story To give the ST cabin a sportier vibe than the
standard Focus, Ford added sexy Recaro sports seats, carbon-fibre dash inserts and an ST
sports steering wheel. On the road Ford has swapped out the 2. Power: kW rpm. Torque: Nm
rpm. Consumption: 8. You might also like Get a quote. Related reading. Dismiss message.

